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PREFACE
“And the LORD answered me, and said write the vision, and make it plain
upon tables, that he may run that readeth it,

For the vision is yet for an appointed time, but at the end it shall speak, and
not lie thou it tarry, wait for it, because it will surely come, it will not tarry”
(Habakkuk 2:2-4).

This Modus Operandi is the MAGNA CARTA for International Christian
Organization for Sustainable Development (ICOSD), made plain according
to divine instruction for whoever that READS it, should be ABLE to run with
it, for it's actualization in the global Community by divine intervention to
the glory of God.
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ICOSD POLICY
1Cor 4:40, 2Cor 8:20-21

International Christian Organization for Sustainable Development (ICOSD) has both
written and unwritten standards that constitutes ICOSD Policy. The term Policy refer to
statements that establish the limits, boundaries, framework, decisions, precedents,
jurisdictions, procedures, methods, guidelines, culture, resolutions, strategies, conducts,
contracts, template, modus operandi and steps, that is the “HOW” necessary in any way to
effect operations, achieve objectives or accomplish goals ensuring tradition, excellence,
decency, orderliness, professionalism and uniformity within the organization worldwide.
ICOSD Policy is the sole responsibility of the Board of Trustees (BOT) which is the
Governing Board to FORMULATE Policy for the Day - to - Day Administration and
Management of the Organization according to the Duties of the Governing Board Provided
in Article 7 of the Constitution of International Christian Organization for Sustainable
Development (ICOSD).
ICOSD Policy is in seven (7) dimensions which constitute ICODS operational guide/Modus
Operandi provided by the Board of Trustees and provides the written Policy for the
Governing Body / Executive Board. Only the Board of Trustees (BOT) has the Mastery over
the interpretation and application of this Policy, and should be contacted for clarity in the
event of misunderstanding and perceived misapplication.
ICOSD Policy is formulated according to the constitutional provision of the Organization,
therefore only the Governing Board/Board of Trustees has the power to amend, rectify, or
improve upon on any SECTION or Part of this ICOSD Policy.
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ICOSD SEVEN (7) DIMENSIONAL POLICY

i. ICOSD Mission Policy
ii. ICOSD Governing Body Policy.
iii. ICOSD Bureaucratic/Administrative Policy
iv ICOSD Financial Policy.
v

ICOSD Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning Policy.

vi ICOSD Projects implementation and grant agreement Policy.
vii ICOSD Procurement and Supply Management Policy.
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SECTION 1

ICOSD MISSION POLICY
The organization's Mission Policy is built upon Article 3 of the constitution of the
Organization in order to effectively achieve the aims/objectives of International Christian
Organization for Sustainable Development (ICOSD) and global Poverty eradication:

(1) THE VANGUARD
“The Rich man’s wealth is his strong city, but the destruction of
the poor is their poverty” (Prov. 10:15).
During the United Nations Sustainable Development Summit held on the 25th September,
2015; World Leaders adopted the 2030 Agenda for Global Sustainable Development: A set of
17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The Global Goals to end extreme Poverty, fight
inequality, and injustice, and to tackle climate change by 2030. These 'Global Goals' indeed
align with the mind of the Creator of the universe to end affliction in all nations; therefore,
the need for Christendom to complement the laudable ideal and efforts from World
Leaders in the fight against global poverty. Thus, the emergence of International Christian
Organization for Sustainable Development (ICOSD), the SEED to bless all families and
nations: " ......In your seed shall all the nations of the earth be blessed" (Gen. 22:18).
International Christian Organization for Sustainable Development (ICOSD) represents the
global voice of billions of people: Christian Lawyers, Scientists, Journalists, Doctors,
Researchers, Technocrats, Environmentalists, Philanthropists, Human Rights Activists,
Artists, Politicians, Church Leaders, Venture Capitalists, etc who are rising up against global
affliction, to change the current global poverty narrative from the church to the entire
global community, a vision given by God in early 2015: The Christian vanguard and
movement aligned to achieve the sustainable development goal one (SDG 1) of the United
Nations Global Goals:
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Goal 1 Targets
1.1 By 2030, eradicate extreme poverty for all people everywhere, currently measured as
people living on less than $1.25 a day.
1.2 By 2030, reduce at least by half the proportion of men, women and children of all
ages living in poverty in all its dimensions according to national definitions.
1.3 Implement nationally appropriate social protection systems and measures for all,
including floors, and by 2030 achieve substantial coverage of the poor and the vulnerable.
1.4 By 2030, ensure that all men and women, in particular the poor and the vulnerable,
have equal rights to economic resources, as well as access to basic services, ownership
and control over land and other forms of property, inheritance, natural resources,
appropriate new technology and financial services, including microfinance.
1.5 By 2030, build the resilience of the poor and those in vulnerable situations and reduce
their exposure and vulnerability to climate-related extreme events and other economic,
social and environmental shocks and disasters.
1.6 Ensure significant mobilization of resources from a variety of sources, including
through enhanced development cooperation, in order to provide adequate and
predictable means for developing countries, in particular least developed countries, to
implement programmes and policies to end poverty in all its dimensions.
1.7 Create sound policy frameworks at the national, regional and international levels,
based on pro-poor and gender-sensitive development strategies, to support accelerated
investment in poverty eradication actions.
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(2) THE GLOBAL CURSE:

According to endpoverty.org : " while on the surface, poverty is often defined as the lack of
income or asset; in the day - to - day lives of the very poor, poverty becomes a network of
disadvantages, each exacerbating the other. The result is generation of generation of
people who lack access to education, healthcare, adequate housing, proper sanitation and
good nutrition. They are the most vulnerable to disasters, armed conflicts and systems
political and economic oppression, and they are powerless to improve their circumstances.
These conditions often carry with them dysfunctional families and societal relationships,
paralyzing self - esteem, spiritual darkness, poverty is a lack of home...."
Poverty is the bedrock for global affliction: Over 90% of both personal and corporate socioeconomic problems, issues and challenges in the global community is caused or
aggravated by poverty: Bad governance, prejudice, violence, illnesses, sorcery, hell,
corruption, slavery, dysfunctional families, divorce, low life expectancy, ignorance,
injustice, marginalization and poverty.
Poverty is the curse on mankind, the sole destroyer of lives, not as a result of scarce
resources, but as a result of institutional and technical faults or unreasonableness
established by the church, government and the rich. The curse must be broken. Almost
85% of the global population is under this curse living in Poverty on less than $10 per day, a
window for all manner of affliction to thrive worldwide. This is the curse, an error, an
ablation of the order of creation, an unfortunate misplacement of priority by mankind.
International Christian Organization for Sustainable Development (ICOSD) is best
described as the Government of the kingdom of God on earth to reveal Christ Excellency
worldwide. It is a creative and innovative restoration of the divine model, a new paradigm
for the kingdom age in this 21st Century and beyond in order to eradicate global Poverty.
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(3) LEGAL STATUS
International Christian Organization for Sustainable Development (ICOSD) was
incorporated by the corporate Affairs Commission (CAC) Nigeria on the 29th July, 2016 with
a nine (9)man registered Board of Trustees (BOT) for global socioeconomic growth and
sustainable development. The organization is a non-profit, and non-governmental
organization (NGO) established by Divine Mandate to be blessing to every nation on earth,
promoting Biblical Economics and values, principles, benefits, power and shared
prosperity of the kingdom of God worldwide, for the improvement of lives, families,
nations and the global community, as the promised seed to bless all people with the
following vision, mission, purpose, objective, core values, leadership structure, and
strategic operational structure and empowerment plan.

(4) ICOSD VISION STATEMENT

“To establish the global structure of the SEED, to bless and end
poverty in all nations”

(5) ICOSD MISSION STATEMENT

“ To restore the divine Model for the kingdom age, promoting
biblical worldview, Humanism, and collective Socio-economic
Empowerment in One Spirit, One Body and One Wealth for global
poverty eradication"
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THE DIVINE MODEL:
ICOSD Mission Statement is built upon the foundation of the early Church where there was no
lack among the brethren as everyone's physiological needs were satisfied:
The membership grew to over three thousands (3,000) and non lacked anything. ( Acts. 2 : 41 - 47)
The membership grew up to over ten thousands (10,000), still non lacked anything. (Acts. 4: 1- 4, 32 37)
As the number of membership continue to increase , the office of DEACON'S ( Ministers Appointed to
minister to the physiological needs of the people) was established to ensure no one lacked anything
among them subject to equity and individual needs ( Acts . 6 :1 - 6 )
The above practice is the Divine Model for the this Kingdom - age to eradicate poverty from the Church
to the global Community. But it was abandoned, thus global poverty.

GLOBAL FACT:
There are approximately 3 billion Christians worldwide. Christians control over 55% of the global
wealth, yet over 80% of the Christian population are living in poverty, and about 90% of the global
population are poor living on less than $10 per day because the church abandoned the divine model
for the Church /Kingdom age.
ICOSD seeks to restore the divine model in a creative and innovative way for global Poverty eradication
in order to achieve the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals One (SDGs 1 - No Poverty) by
2072. It is a collective fight to eradicate global Poverty in order to eradicate over 90% of both personal
and corporate Human problems in the global Community.
This is the final divine move, and eternal phase of God 's purpose to reform the conventional church
practices of denominational centredness , amassing of personal wealth, High level of inequality,
competition and misappropriation of kingdom resources in the global Community for emergence of
His Kingdom on earth where His will shall prevail over global Poverty " ..........Your Kingdom come, your
will be done on earth as it is in heaven" ( Matthew 6: 10)
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(6) ICOSD AIMS/OBJECTIVES
i. To engage Christendom with seminars, workshops, conferences, conventions and
intercessory prayers for sustainable development in Nigeria, Africa and the globe.
ii. To promote Christian education, values, initiatives, gospel music, drama, dances,
movies, literatures, outreaches and propagation of the gospel of Christ for sustainable
development in Nigeria, Africa and globe.
iii. To network, mobilize and cooperate to embark on global warming and climate change
adaptation and mitigation in order to achieve the sustainable development goals (SDGs)
and green sustainable society in Nigeria, Africa and the globe.
iv. To promote unity, peace, dialogue and security; ensuring conflicts resolutions among
individuals, groups, communities and religious bodies, promoting religious tolerance for
peaceful co-existence and socio-economic stability in Nigeria, Africa and the globe.
v. To promote good leadership, democratic governance, effective and efficient resource
management, education and skills acquisition, entrepreneurship training, gender equality,
youth empowerment, promoting science, Information and Technology, etc for socioeconomic and sustainable development in Nigeria, Africa and the globe.
vi. To train, educate, ordain, consecrate and license gospel Ministers: Bishops, Apostles,
Pastors, Evangelists, Teachers, Prophets, Gospel Artists, etc for integrity, excellence in
ministry and sustainable development in Nigeria, Africa and the globe.
vii. To embark on marriage empowerment programmes, solemnizing and stabilizing
marriages and weddings; checking domestic violence, child abuse, child labour and
abandonment for excellence in homes and nations building.
viii. To establish foundation for charity, philanthropic and humanitarian services to
improve the living standard of the vulnerable poor, widows, orphans, handicaps, climate
related victims, internally displaced persons (IDPs), scholarships, ministers of the gospel
welfare, etc, for sustainable development in Nigeria, Africa and the globe.
ix. To encourage and promote spirit of exercise, sports in Christendom and establishment
of Christian Recreational centre for sustainable development in Nigeria, Africa and the
globe.
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(7) ICOSD CORE VALUES

i. Kingdom: We fight to promote biblical worldview for spiritual, economical,
and physical growth, development, expansion and welfare of the kingdom of
God on earth for global well-being through the Four (4) fundamental principles
of Catholic Social Teachings : Dignity of human person, The Common Good,
Solidarity, and Subsidiarity.
ii. Excellence: We practice and promote integrity, honesty, transparency,
accountability, sound organization, administration, orderliness, decency,
creativity, innovation and love among us and the global community.
iii. Empowerment: we believe and engage in all-round capacity building and
supports in kinds and cash for increase in creativity, innovation and productivity
among us and the global community.
iv. Synergy: We believe in Networking and team work among men and groups
of like minds to purposefully unit as a people, to create an enormous peoplepower, a voice for the wellbeing of humanity.
v. Commonwealth: We believe in a common purse/treasury for individuals,
groups and community development projects and empowerment of mankind.
vi. Philanthropy: We believe in charity and humanitarian services to alleviate
the sufferings of the vulnerable and needy poor.
vii. Security: We believe in the defense and protection of the fundamental
human rights of the people to ensure justice, safeguard lives and properties, and
engage in peace and conflicts resolution worldwide.
viii. Leadership: We believe to be the Head in all aspect of life and to promote
good leadership and democratic governance to ensure kingdom excellence and
dominion in all nations of the world to the glory of God.
ix. Environment Friendly: We promote green skills, production, use and
application of green and environmental friendly technology, products, services,
infrastructure, green banking etc to mitigate global warning and climate change
in order to check climate related poverty in the society.
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x. Micro Finances: we provide micro loans, grants or support to trainees for
small business start-up or expansion.
xi. Teamwork: We believe to work as team amongst us and in partnership with
resource persons, organizations, groups, governments, agencies with similar
aims and objectives, observing division of labour, specialization, professionalism
etc in order to explore and ensure excellence in service delivery and maximum
global impact.
xii. Follow-up: We believe in follow-up, monitoring and evaluations to access
impact made at individual, groups, corporate community, national and
international level in order to make adjustments and improve upon where
necessary for greater impact to the glory of God.
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(8) ICOSD LEADERSHIP STRUCTURE
The Leadership Structure is global and hierarchical from the Board of Trustees (BOTs),
international, continental, Regional, National and down to the grassroot level with forty
five (45) major Departments. The levels and departments are headed by Appointed Office
Holders ensuring division of labour, specialization, professionalism and excellence in
service delivery. These levels and departments are designed with specific purposes and
functions as strategies to effectively achieve the aims and objectives of the organization.

(9) ICOSD STRATEGIC OPERATIONAL STRUCTURE
AND EMPOWERMENT PLAN (SOSEP) FOR GLOBAL
POVERTY ERADICATION
THE 50 YRS ACTION-PLAN (2022-2072)
SOSEP is the CREATIVE and INNOVATIVE Action - Plan to RESTORE the DIVINE
MODEL for the CHURCH/KINGDOM AGE, even the Kingdom of God on Earth for global
economic Growth, Empowerment, Sustainable Development and common well being.
"It is clear that handouts and traditional aid are not enough to solve the problems of
poverty and it's entanglements. Seek to equip the poor to free poverty in a holistic way"
(endpoverty.org).
This first phase of SOSEP is a holistic way aimed at providing hardworking men and
women with economic and spiritual resources that unleash their capacities and liberate
them from the entanglement of poverty. It is to enable over 5 billion poor people living on
less than $10 per day empowered to lift themselves out of poverty into earning a
minimum of $100 per day, or into the middle class living above $100,000 per annum by
2072.
ICOSD 50 Years Action-Plan is designed to work in partnership with like-minded
individuals, organizations, cooperate bodies, Christian organizations, Institutions,
churches, governments, embassies, inter-governmental organizations, inter - faith
organizations and the Giving Pledge in order to achieve the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals: SDGs 1 - No Poverty by 2072, subject to annual set-goals, execution,
monitoring, evaluation and review; empowering a maximum of one hundred million
(100m) persons worldwide per annum.
There are Appointed Directos of SOSEP at the International, National, Zonal, States and
Local governments Level to Supervise, ensure compliance in the implementation and
success of SOSEP worldwide.
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There are THREE (3) basic STAGES of the Strategic Operational Structure and
Empowerment Plan. These basic stages of SOSEP are ATE:
i. Appointment
ii Training
iii Empowerment

(10) STAGE 1: APPOINTMENT
(a) This stage involves the SELECTION of Nominated persons with Leadership Potential;
that is selection of persons that show traits, abilities and characteristics often associated
with being a successful leader in order to build the global Leadership structure of the
SEED / ICOSD from the international down to the grassroot level to constitute ICOSD
Executive Officers / body, which is the Governance, Leadership and Management
structure worldwide.
(b) SEE Part 3 of SECTION 3 : ICOSD Bureaucratic/Administrative Policy to find the
desired qualities of ICOSD Executive Officers as a guide to nomination and Selection of
ICOSD Heads of Levels and Directors of departments ( ICOSD Executive Officers)
(c) The APPOINTMENT is aimed at alleviating global unemployment that now stand at
over 300 million unemployed persons , and the rate of increase stand at over 5.7% by 2022
according to International Labour Organization (2019).
(d) Below are LEVELS of ICOSD Executive Officers:

1.

International Level:

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

President
Administrative Secretary
Senate President
Senate Secretary
7 Deputy President (each for the continents i.e Europe, Asia, North America,
South America, Africa, Antarctica and Oceania).
Assistant Deputy President for regions under continents
Secretaries of continents and regions.
Director of SOSEP
45 Director Generals (each for a directorate/department)
Ambassadors
504 officers of the 44 departments.

vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.
x.
xi.
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2. National Level (Peculiar to Nigeria)
The national structure is designed peculiar to each nation’s geo-political structure
and nomenclature.
ICOSD must be Registered with the government of any nation to operate legally.
The national structure below, down to the grassroot is peculiar to Nigeria, and
applicable to other nations where possible.
See National Officers below:
i. 1 Supervisory Vice President
ii. 1 National Administrative Secretary
iii. 1 Director of SOSEP.
iv. 45 National Directors of Departments
v. 504 Departmental Officer (12 from each department.

3 Zonal Level
I 7 Vice Presidents (each zone including FCT as a zone)
ii 7 Zonal Administrative Secretaries.
iii 7 Directors of SOSEP
iv 294 Zonal Directors
v 3,528Zonal Officers of Department (12 in each department)

4 State Level
i.
37 State Chairman (including FCT)
ii. 37 State Administrative Secretaries
iii. 37 Directors of SOSEP
iv. 1,554 Directors of States Department (42x37)
v. 18,648 Officers of States Department (504 per State x 37)

5 Local Government Level (Grassroot)
i. 780 Mayors (L.G) excluding FCT
ii. 780 LG Administrative Secretaries
iii.
780 Directors of SOSEP
iv.
32,760 Directors of Department (LG) (42x780)
v.
93,120 Officers LG Departments (504 x 780)
vi.
1000 Coordinators per LG x780Coordinators= 78,000Coordinators.
vii.
Officers: 14 per Social Community x 1000 = 14,000
viii.
Members: 1000 x 100 = 100,000 per LG x 780 = 78,000,000 Members
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(11) STAGE 2: TRAINING.
This stage is focused on LEADERSHIP Training for Capacity Building of all nominated,
selected potential leaders and Appointed Office Holders (Executive officers) to ensure
effective, efficient and excellence in service delivery. This Stage is the sole responsibility
of ICOSD Capacity Building, Entrepreneurship and Industrial and Professional Training
Department.
The Training is in Five (5) categories:

i. Introduction to ICOSD Mission Policy for Global Poverty Eradication.
Organizing a day seminar, conference, workshop to orientate and educate the public on
ICOSD Mission policy for membership and Leadership recruitment worldwide. The
training can be free or with a token, and mission policy materials sold at a maximum of
$2 dollars, subject to review. This training is aimed at raising Members, Leaders,
Partners/Collaborators and Donors for ICOSD worldwide.

ii ICOSD Leadership Orientation and Capacity Building Program (LOCBP
a) This is a three (3) days training organized for selected persons to enable them to
understand the mission, governing body, bureaucracy, Project Implementation and
grant agreement, Financial, Procurement and Supply, and Monitoring, Evaluation and
Learning Policy of ICOSD. It is aimed at equipping them with ICOSD Modus Operandi
worldwide.
b) The LOCBP is a seminar for two (2) days, while the third day is for INDUCTION of
trained persons into offices as ICOSD Executive Officers.
c) All selected persons Must Register as a Member of ICOSD with a fee of $25 / #10,000
for International, National and States Executive Officers, while all Local government
executive officers with the sum of $13 / 5,000, subject to review.
d) The registration fee is for the two (2) LOCBP ( Tea break and Lunch), Certificate and
Appointment letter issued on the third day during induction.
e) A batch for LOCBP must comprise a minimum of a hundred (100) selected
persons/members.
f) All Appointed Executive Officers must purchase a copy of the Modus Operandi with
the sum of $8 / #2,500, and also pay a sum of $3 / N1,000 for ID Card, subject to review.
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iii. Facilitators Training:
a) This is one, two or three days training of interested Appointed Executive Officers as
FACILITATORS of the LOCBP worldwide. They will serve as resource persons for the
training of selected persons for induction into offices and also handle professional
training of Appointed Office Holders.
b) Interested executive officers pay a sum of $13 / #5,000 for the training for
refreshment and certification and may also pay for training materials according to the
price fixed.
c) A facilitator is entitled to incentives such as Transportation, accommodation,
Honorarium.

iii. Professional Training
a) This is training of ICOSD Executive Officers / Appointed Office Holders at various
levels from time to time, or occasionally for understanding of ICOSD latest mode of
operation, excellent leadership, administration, resource management, professionalism,
Skills Acquisition, courses, programmes and projects writing, execution and
management for effective and efficient service delivery etc.
b) These trainings may attract fees to cover necessary cost to organize it and for
materials. Etc.

iv. Social Community Training:
This is a day or more days training for Mayors, Coordinators and Members of Social
Communities to equip them with ICOSD Mission policy, Social communities formation,
Operation and Resource Management. It can attract a fee for organizing it and for
materials.
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(12) STAGE 3: EMPOWERMENT
This stage is designed for the uplifting of both Urban and rural poor from poverty
through unique Empowerment Projects. At this stage resources and technical support
are released toward fourteen (14) categories of empowerment projects to empower the
people worldwide. All project Proposals for any of the fourtheen (14 ) categories of
empowerment projects MUST be submitted to the ICOSD Projects Implementation
Department at the National level in every nation.
See the fourtheen ( 14 ) categories below :

(i) CHURCH ECONOMIC SYNERGY PROJECT:
a) Mobilizing and uniting the Ministers, Ministries, and Christians into One Spirit, One
Body and One Wealth, promoting the doctrine of love ,unity and co destroying
denominational sentiments, Prejudice, Competition and religious wars according to the
tenets of the World Council of Churches (WCC) in the global economy.
b) Create a Commonwealth through donations from churches, ministries, ministers of
the Gospel, Christians, organizations etc in order revive and restore the divine Model of
this Kingdom age for global poverty eradication.
c) Promoting biblical worldview on labour, work, diligence, Integrity, honesty,
Capitalism, Democracy, Education, Science, Marriage, Parenting, Law, Religion,
Governance, Culture, Globalization, Humanism, Resource Management, Security and
Universal brotherhood.
d) Motivate the almost 3 billion Christians worldwide into wealth creation , maximization
and distribution through biblical principles for the achievement of the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) for global Shared prosperity.
e) Promoting the four (4) fundamental Principles of Catholic Social Teachings : Human
Dignity, The Common good, Solidarity and Subsidiarity for global well being.
f) Promoting inter - Churches Partnership, workshops, conferences, symposia etc in
order establish and drive the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals in and
through churches for global Sustainable Development.
g) Establish Social communities in Churches for economic empowerment worldwide.
h) ICOSD Gospel Ministers, Ministries and Churches Department is in charge of this
project.
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(ii) GOOD GOVERNANCE / LEADERSHIP PROJECT.
This project is aimed at engaging in the following in order to eradicate global poverty :
a) Engage in seminars, workshops, conferences, publications etc for capacity building
on good Governance, leadership and resource management.
b) Engage in influencing Socio-Economic Policies and Bills towards economic growth,
sustainable development and Poverty eradication.
c) Engage in support for economic technocrats with integrity in the place of leadership
and governance to ensure high human development index and opportunities for wealth
creation the poor can leverage upon to come out of poverty.
d) Establish a Political Party with Poverty eradication ideology and Manifesto built upon
ICOSD Strategic Operational Structure and Empowerment Plan (SOSEP) in order to
ensure Governance/ leadership tailored towards Poverty eradication; and to establish
political structures in nations, encouraging and mobilizing members to participate in
politics, leadership and governance in order to achieve SOSEP worldwide.
e) Engage in educating the people on politics, political activities, electoral rights,
Processes, participation, election observation and Leadership.
f) Engage in promoting Democracy : Equity, fairness, justice and the rule of law.
* ICOSD Political Affairs Department is in charge of this Project.

(iii) E-COMMERCE MULTI-LEVEL MARKETING PLATFORM PROJECT.
This is a business and investment platform designed for global transactions of goods and
services among members in order to empower members financially and boost their
businesses and investments in the following ways:
a) Make provision for members to earn steady income from the platform.
b) provide free adverts for members businesses on the platform.
c) provide sales representative services for members on the platform free of charge.
d) Free delivery charges for goods and services on the platform to any part of the world.
e) zero payment of Custom duties and taxes for import and export of goods and services
on any part of the world through the platform.
f) Annual refund of members sales tax paid to the government on all goods traded on the
platform.
g) Buy or sell goods and render services in any part of the world without charges.
h) provision for awards of bonuses, vehicles, houses, world tour, etc
I) ICOSD Trade and investment department is in charge of this project.
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(iv) DONOR PROJECTS:
These are projects contracted to ICOSD by a Donor/Financier to execute on their behalf
or in collaboration subject to Donor's specification, template or directives but must
promote ICOSD aims/ Objectives. ICOSD may contract a partner, and the value or
amount of grant awarded at a time or per activity or project depends on Donor
instructions and availability of funds , and qualifications of the prospective Sub grantee
member/partner. The Donor PROJECTS is solely the jurisdiction of the BOARD of
Trustees who is the Principal-Resipiant of Donor Funds disburses to the Grant
Management Projects Implementation Unit /Committee ( GMPIU) accordingly.

(v) RED PROJECTS:
R E D means Rural Empowerment and Development. RED Project is designed for
execution at the grassroot level / Local governments or its equivalent in any country to
empower the people at the grassroot. Below are conditions for RED Project :
a) It must fall within the following scope : Water, Electricity, Manufacturing,
Agriculture, ICT, Security, Transportation, Education, Health, Resource Centres.
Housing, Storage and Processing.
b) It must be fashioned towards global warming and climate change adaptation and
mitigation to ensure environmental Sustainability.
c) It must involve the Chairman, Traditional Rulers and Stakeholders of the
beneficiary Communities and local governments.
d) A Local government must be a registered member of ICOSD to enjoy a RED Project
Grant of a million Dollar.
e) 70% of RED Projects must be INVESTMENT PROJECTS that will yield profit
somehow to ensure maintenance of the projects and Sustainability in execution of RED
Projects at the grassroot.
f) Proposal for RED Project must include the following features:
The beneficiary Community.
The need for the project.
The urgency for the project.
The nature of the project ( Development or Investment)
The cost for project.
The source of Fund.
The tenure of the project.
The environmental Sustainability.
The project standard in terms of skills, materials, acceptable global practices etc
The number of jobs it will create in the community.
The government and beneficiary Community approval.
The envisioned risk and how to mitigate or manage it.
The monitoring and evaluation modalities.
The Management team.
The Local government is in charge of RED Projects.
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RED Project in NIGERIA

ICOSD Plan to implement RED Projects in all the 780 Local governments including the
six (6) Area councils in Abuja FCT. A million Dollar ($1 m) Project per Local government
in five (5) years - (2022-2027) for rural Empowerment and Development as the Leadership
structure at the national, Zonal, States and Local Governments are being in place.

(vi) PARTNERSHIP PROJECTS:
These are Projects owned by ICOSD Corporate Members. See ICOSD membership
categories. Grant to Partners under Partnership Project is between $1000 - $50,000 per
project and ICOSD can assist or guarantee for a partner to access fund from their Donors.
CONDITIONS FOR PARTNERSHIP ELIGIBILITY
a) A partner must be registered with ICOSD.
b) Fulfilled the legal requirements of Registration with the government accordingly.
c) Must have operated for a minimum of 2 years.
d) Have a registered office where it's business is being carried out.
e) Have a minimum of 5 staff.
f) Have one or more valid service delivery area on which it focuses it's operations in
poverty eradication.
g) other criteria as may be determined by the GRANT PROJECT MANAGEMENT UNIT/
COMMITTEE ( GPMU)

CONTRACTUAL OBLIGATION
An MOU or TOR is signed with the Partner/Sub grantee after selection, detailing ICOSD
terms of reference for the project. This is a contractual and legal document which shall
be binding on both Partners until close out of the project. The signed TOR shall :
a) Include the roles and responsibilities of ICOSD and the sub-grantee.
b) Comply with the local legislation.
c) Comply with rules and regulations from ICOSD and its Funders/donors including
budget restrictions and other special conditions where applicable.
d) Include references to ICOSD's conflicts of interest and anti - fraud policies.
e) Include requirements for audit and to documentation.
f) Include clear provision for amendment, termination, Suspension and close out.
g) Include a clause on resolution of disputes.
h) Include work plans and budgets for grant.
I) ICOSD Partnership and Collaborators Department is in charge of this project.
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(vii) SOCIAL COMMUNITY PROJECTS:
These are group projects owned by groups of ICOSD members. A social Community is
made up of a minimum of 100 and maximum of 111 members who work together as a
TEAM headed by a COORDINATOR with the sole objective to execute economic projects
for their common good, to eradicate poverty among themselves. See Section 2 : ICOSD
Governing Body Policy of the Modus Operandi to understand the process involved in
formation and operation of Social Community Project. ICOSD will finance Social
Community Project to the tune between $1000 - $50,000 per project. ICOSD Social
Community Department is in Charge of this Project.

(viii) MSME DEVELOPMENT PROJECT:
This aspect is aimed at empowering individual members of ICOSD with Faith-based
financial and wealth building intelligence, Business Consultancy and expertise, Micro,
Small and Medium Enterprises Grant (MSME Grant), investment opportunities, and
provide subsidy for goods and services. The grant range per member per project is $100 $10,000. ICOSD Capacity Building, Entrepreneurship and Industrial Training
Department is in charge of this project.

(ix) EXECUTIVE LEVEL PROJECTS:
These are Projects proposed by each Executive level of ICOSD from the International,
Continental, Regional, National, Zonal, State and Local government level financed by the
Organization or other financiers. Maximum limit funding per project is between $500,000
- $1million.

(x) DEPARTMENTAL PROJECTS :
These are Projects proposed by each of 45 ICOSD's Departments to empower the people
and society according to each department unique roles or functions financed by ICOSD
and other financiers. See Modus Operandi Section 2 : Governing Body Policy for
functions of each department. Maximum limit of funding department from the national
down to local government level, and per project is $300,000. The National Director of a
Department is in charge the Department Projects. See the Department's below :
1) ICOSD Finance and Accounting Department.
2) ICOSD World Mission Department.
3) ICOSD Hospitality Department.
4) ICOSD Political Affairs Department.
5) ICOSD Christian Monarchs/Traditional Rulers Department.
6) ICOSD Finance and Resources Mobilization Department.
7) ICOSD Grand Patrons and Patrons Department.
8) ICOSD Projects Implementation Department.
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9) ICOSD Capacity Building, Industrial, Entrepreneurship and Professional Trainings
Department.
10) ICOSD Marriage and Family Affair Department.
11) ICOSD Programmes, Mobilization and Strategies Department.
12) ICOSD Gospel Ministers, Churches and Ministries Affairs Department.
13) ICOSD Intercessory and Warfare Department.
14) ICOSD Peace, Conflicts Resolution and Rescue Mission Department.
15) ICOSD Security, Protocol and Intelligence Department.
16) ICOSD Arbitration and Legal Department.
17) ICOSD International Affairs and Diplomacy Department.
18) ICOSD Women Affairs Department.
19) ICOSD Youths Affairs Department.
20) ICOSD Research and Development Department.
21) ICOSD Social Welfare Development.
22) ICOSD Children Affairs Department.
23) ICOSD Multi-Purpose Cooperative Society Limited Department.
24) ICOSD Sports Department.
25) ICOSD Green Life Forum Department.
26) ICOSD Education Services Department.
27) ICOSD Medical Services Department.
28) ICOSD Agricultural and Agro-Allied Projects Department.
29) ICOSD Gospel Music Department.
30) ICOSD Trade, Investments and Exports Promotion Department.
31) ICOSD Estate Development and Property Management Department.
32) ICOSD Schools Outreaches Department.
33) ICOSD Culture and Tourism Department.
34) ICOSD Public Affairs Department.
35) ICOSD Transport and Logistics Department.
36) ICOSD Research and Current Affairs Department.
37) ICOSD Procurement and Supply Management Department.
38) ICOSD Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning Department.
39) ICOSD Oil, Gas and Solid Minerals Department.
40)ICOSD Information, Communication and Technology Department.
41) ICOSD Pensioners and Retirees Empowerment Department.
42 ICOSD Inter-Faith Department.
43) ICOSD War Against Tobacco, Drugs and Modern Slavery Department.
44) ICOSD Gospel Entertainment Department.
45) ICOSD Social Community Department
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(xi) APPRENTICESHIP PROJECT:

This project is targeted to raising artisans, entrepreneurs etc to become self - employed:
a) Recruit successful Mentors in various fields worldwide for the project.
b) Recruit and deploy apprentices to mentors according to their choice of trade to learn
such for a period of time.
c) Empower apprentice after of training with needed resources for start - up or
expansion.
d) The project also will provide materials, tools, products, services etc to apprentice at
subsidized cost where applicable.
e) The apprenticeship Project is more like the Igbo Apprenticeship system, but here it is
ICOSD that settles the apprentice, not the mentor to tune between $100 - $10,000.
ICOSD Capacity Building, Entrepreneurship and Industrial Training Department is in
charge of this project.
₦

(xii) KINGDOM BANK PROJECTS :

This is a project to establish a Christian global banking system to provide banking
services and credit facility at a maximum of 3% interest rate accordingly to free the poor
from exploitation by commercial banks especially in poor economies of the world like
Nigeria. This is to boost MSME among the poor. The ICOSD Multi - Purpose Cooperative
Society Limited established at the grassroot worldwide sets the pace for the global
Christian Banking system to complement Islamic banking system. The Board of Trustees
is in charge of this project.

(xiii) AFFORDABLE HOUSING PROJECTS:
Approximately, 1.6 billion people are affected by housing deficit, and the number is
increasing to 3 billion persons by 2030 exercibating poverty globally. The world needs
96,000 new affordable homes every day according to World Bank and UN - Habitat. This
project is aimed at providing solutions and development of affordable green houses for
low - income earners in order to mitigate housing - deficit related poverty in partnership
with World Bank, UN - Habitat, Governments and the Private sector worldwide. The
Board of Trustees is in charge of this project.

(xiv) SECURITY PROJECT:

Due to increasing global insecurity, this project is aimed at the establishment of ICOSD
Security Corps to complement the commendable efforts of instruments of internal
Security in every nation, to protect lives and property especially, Christendom. See
section 2 of the Modus Operandi under security department for more understanding of
operations. ICOSD Security and Protocol Department is on charge of this project.
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(13) ICOSD ASSESSMENT/FOLLOW - UP STRATEGY
Impact assessment or follow up at every stage of ATE, phase or step of the SOSEP to
ensure compliance, Progress, speed, success, adjustment, improvement etc towards
global Poverty eradication is the major responsibility of ICOSD Monitoring, Evaluation
and Learning Department. It is responsible for setting out modalities on how to monitor
and evaluate projects according to global best practices, and reports to the DIRECTOR of
SOSEP at all Levels.

(14) GRANTS MANAGEMENT FOR PROJECTS
IMPLEMENTATION UNIT/ COMMITTEE (GMPIU)
This is the Committee that gives approval to any project proposal of the Empowerment
Stage for the release of grants/funds to accepted and qualified proposals in any nation.
The Committee members comprises the Deputy Supervisory Vice President, National
Administrative Secretary, National Director of SOSEP, National Treasurer, National
Auditor, and the fourty-five (45) Directors of the National Directorates/Departments
headed by the Supervisory Vice President/National Coordinator who authorizes the
disbursement of funds to approved Projects in the country.

15) ICOSD SOSEP FUNDING ESTIMATE

₦

ICOSD estimates between $2.5 - $10 trillion per annum is needed between 2022 - 2072 to
achieve SOSEP for the 80% of the global population living poor on less than $10 Per day
meet their physiological needs, and other needs in order to eradicate global Poverty.

(16) FIVE (5) YEARS FOCUS: ( ICOSD NIGERIA PROJECT)
ICOSD - SOSEP is focused in Nigeria, now known to be the Poverty village of the world,
where over 150 Nigerians live on less than $10 per day; and about 89 millions live in
extreme Poverty of less than $1.90 per day in order to eradicate the gross poverty between
2022 - 2027. This focus needs a funding of $2 billion per annum.
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(17) ICOSD GLOBAL DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS.
a) United Nations.
b) World Bank Groups.
c) DanChurchAid.
d) Act Alliance .
e) The Giving Pledge.

(18) ICOSD MEMBERSHIP STATUS
Membership is opened to both Christians and non-Christians.
i There are five (5) categories of membership status
a. Leadership
b. Individuals
c. Corporate bodies
d. Social communities (Groups)
e. Local governments/Equivalence
ii Appointment letters issued for category A
iii A customized identity card is issued for category A and B, while certificate issued for
category C, D and E. (ID Cards & Certificates have expiry date of two (2) years)
iv Loss of ID Card or certificate requires payment of a fee for reprint.
v International Headquarters prints and issues all leadership ID, while membership ID
are printed and issued by National Headquarters.
vi All registered Individual members must belong to a social community.
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The table below shows membership category types, registration fee annual dues and
support

Description

Registration
Fee

Category A

Leadership

$25 / N12,000

$12

Empowerment

Category B

Individuals

$15 / #5,000

$12

Empowerment

Category C

Corporate (Churches, Ministries,
Business, NGOs, CBOs, Companies,
business, association, Schools,
$110/ 50,000
Orphanages, Medical Centers,
Islamic organizations, etc.)

$12

Empowerment

$1100/ #500,000

$12

Empowerment

$2,600/ 1,200,000

$12

Empowerment

S/N Types

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Category D Social community

Category E

Local Government/equivalent

Annual
Dues

Benefits

(19) ICOSD MEMBERSHIP AGREEMENT (LEGAL RIGHTS)
i. Individual membership with ICOSD does not give the organization the legal right to
interfere into member’s personal affairs or privacy except invited in writing.
ii Corporate membership with ICOSD does not give the organization the legal right to
claim the corporate body as ICOSD property except offered to ICOSD legally with
documentation.
iii Technical and any form of support, including grants offered by ICOSD to any
corporate member does not give ICOSD the legal right to claim the corporate member in
any way now and in future, nor to influence both the internal and external policies of the
corporate member but ICOSD will always demand for transparency and accountability
on any fund offered a corporate member.
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(20) ACCESS TO BENEFITS/ENTITLEMENTS ARE SUBJECT TO:
i.
ii
iii
iv

ICOSD membership Registration not less than 6 months
Monthly dues payment, not less than six months
Access to benefits/entitlements are subject to when and where applicable
Access to any of the benefits/entitlements MUST be through application to the
Department concerned; except in the situation where the organization decides to
generally distribute certain facilities or benefits to all members
v All applications for benefits will be attended to within three (3) days (72 hours)
vi Certain application will be subject to investigation to ascertain the authenticity before
attended to, according to the discretion of the department involved.
vii. All application should be made at the Department nearest to you
viii. Access to departmental benefits is subject to not less than 6 months membership.
ix. All application has a fee attached to it except application directed to Department of
Social Welfare (Humanitarian Services)
x. Fee for application for benefits differs among the departments depending on the
official rate fixed.
xi. Assess to Loans for farming and businesses, dividends from cooperative
investments and affordable housing units are all subject to these conditions:
a. One must be a member of ICOSD Multi-purpose Cooperative Society Limited in
a social community
b. Participate as a member of the Cooperative Society accordingly.
c. Meet basic conditions for loan based on performance (without collateral,
Surety nor guarantor but self-recognition) where applicable.
d. The blue print for ICOSD Multipurpose Cooperative to be operated in Social
communities around the world are contained in the society's bye laws

(21) ICOSD SOURCE OF INCOME / RESOURCES / TECHNICAL SUPPORTS.
i. Membership registration fees and monthly dues.
ii. Donation from members and partners
iii. Voluntary services from resource persons.
iv. Profits from investment and businesses
v. Collaboration in execution of programmes and projects.
vi. Support from patrons and ambassadors.
vii. Fund Raising events and Contributions
viii. Fee for Professional Trainings and Certification.
ix. Support and donations from 'Giving Pledge' signed by over 200 dollar billionaires.
x. Support and donations from Ministers, Ministries, and Churches.
xi. Support and donations from Governments
xii. Support from United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) FUND.
xiii. Support and donations Multi National Companies.
xiv. Support and donations from World Bank Group.
xv Support and donations from Christian Monarchs, Rulers and Politicians.
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEMBERS.
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ICOSD OFFICE ADDRESS:
Plot 77, Christ Excellency Centre.
Opp. Primary Healthcare Centre,
Angwan dodo Market Transformer Way,
Gwagwalada, Abuja FCT, Nigeria.

CONTACT:
Tel:
E-mail:
Website:
P O Box

+234(0)8033529647, +234(0) 8094599334
internationalchristianorg@gmail.com
www.icosd.org
691, Gwagwalada Abuja FCT.

ICOSD MOTTO:
I.C.O.S.D.!

One Spirit, One Body and One Wealth!

I.C.O.S.D.!

End Poverty worldwide!
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